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2001 Annual Meeting, Chicago
The Society’s thirtyfirst annual meeting will be held November 810, in Chicago. The host hotel will be the
Allegro,180 West Randolph St. Vicky Woeste of the American Bar Foundation vswoeste@nwu.edu is chair of the
Local Arrangements Committee. Bill Novak, History, University of Chicago, American Bar Foundation, is chair of the
Program Committee nov9@midway.uchicago.edu. Additional information about the meeting is available on the web
at http://www2.hnet.msu.edu/~law/chicago.html.
Edward M. Wise Chair in Comparative Legal History
The Wayne State University Law School has established a named chair in memory of Edward M. Wise, who died on
October 27, 2000. Edward was a life member of the Society. The chair will be in comparative legal history. The Law
School has secured funding for about half the amount required for an endowed chair. Additional gifts are welcome.
Please send all contributions (made payable to the Edward M. Wise Memorial Fund) to the attention of Dean Joan
Mahoney, Wayne State University Law School, Ferry Mall, Detroit, MI 48202
2000 Annual Meeting, Princeton
The Society held its thirtieth annual meeting in Princeton, N.J., October 1921, 2000. Special thanks go to
CHARLES McCURDY, University of Virginia, and his program committee of ARIELA DUBLER, Yale University,
JAMES GORDLEY, University of California, Berkeley, WILLLY FORBATH, University of Texas, JANET LOEGARD,
Moravian College, JOYCE MALCOLM, Bentley College, RANDY McGOWEN, University of Oregon, RICHARD
ROSS, Indiana University, Indianapolis, and BILL WIECEK, Syracuse University.
Special thanks go to the Local Arrangements Committee, STAN KATZ and DIRK HARTOG, both of Princeton. Stan
was especially helpful in arranging to have the Woodrow Wilson School cosponsor the Annual Lecture and the
reception which followed STANLEY KUTLER’s delightful presentation, “An Historian’s Adventures with the Law.”
The Society is also grateful for the help with registration and other administrative details received from ROB SMITH,
Bowling Green State University, MITRA SHARAFI, graduate student at Princeton, and ANDY GAIES, undergraduate
student at Princeton.
2000 Annual Meeting, Board of Directors
The full minutes of the Board of Directors meeting are posted on the Society’s web page. Key announcements made
at the meeting were these:
The Board voted special thanks for service to the Society to Don Nieman, who had concluded his term as Secretary
aslh.net/old/newsletters/winter01.htm
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The Board voted special thanks for service to the Society to Don Nieman, who had concluded his term as Secretary
Treasurer. In addition, the Board unanimously approved this resolution: “We hereby express our immense gratitude
to Frances Hurst for her extraordinarily generous support of our ongoing effort to extend the great influence of Willard
Hurst and his work through the Willard Hurst Legal History Institute.” Finally, the Board authorized the Society to
make a gift of life membership to Lewis Bateman in gratitude to him for his efforts and many years of service with the
Society’s program for publication of its Studies in Legal History.
Graduate Student on Board of Directors
The Board approved a resolution calling for one position on the Board to be reserved for a graduate or law student.
The middle of this newsletter contains the ballot needed to amend the Society’s bylaws to effect that change. The
full text of the bylaws is on the web.
Surrency Prize
The 2000 Surrency Prize went to NORMA LANDAU for her article "Indictment for Fun and Profit: A Prosecutor's
Reward at EighteenthCentury Quarter Sessions," in volume 17 of the Law and History Review. The committee
reported:
Landau's study of prosecutions in eighteenth century England's Quarter Sessions is as compelling
as a detective novel and an impressive piece of historical research to boot. We loved her title, and
her thesis, that these prosecutions used the criminal process to mask an attempt to corruptly siphon
money from civil litigants. And her presentation is so clear and accessible we could hardly believe
she is working in such an obscure body of records (records that one of us has worked in and to
whose obscurity on several levels she readily attests!). Landau makes the excruciatingly difficult
task of making such records meaningful to legal historians today seem easy.
Sutherland Prize
The 2000 Sutherland Prize went to JOHN H. LANGBEIN for his article “The Prosecutorial Origins of Defence Counsel
in the Eighteenth Century: the Appearance of Solicitors,” which appeared in the Cambridge Law Journal vol. 58, part
2. Because of the number of excellent articles under final consideration, the committee decided to award an
honorable mention citation to NORMA LANDAU’s article “Indictment for Fun and Profit: a Prosecutor’s Reward at
Eighteenth Century Quarter Sessions,” which appeared in the Law and History Review, vol. 17, no. 3.
The citations for the awards read as follows:
The Sutherland Prize Committee has made the unanimous decision to award the 2000 Prize to
Professor John H. Langbein for his article “The Prosecutorial Origins of Defence Counsel in the
Eighteenth Century: the Appearance of Solicitors” which appeared in the Cambridge Law Journal for
July, 1999. Continuing his longterm examination of the development of procedure in criminal cases,
Professor Langbein gives a persuasive explanation for the decision of judges in the 1730s to
reverse the practice of centuries and permit admission of defense council in nontreason cases. The
article utilizes extensive research in reports of State Trials, Old Bailey Sessions Papers, and
contemporary tract literature to argue that it was pretrial practice, not the use of prosecution counsel
at trial, which occasioned the change: increased use of prosecuting solicitors and the reward system
led judges to attempt to even the balance between prosecution and defendant. Through his work,
Professor Langbein has once again enlightened us on the ways in which informal or unofficial
alterations in practice may lead to widespread change in the entire structure of an institution.
Using samples of Middlesex Bills of Indictment from across the eighteenth century, Professor Landau
shows that many actions for nonfelonious offenses against the person, brought as criminal suits, had
as their objection compensation or apology or both and were in fact treated by both prosecutor and the
court of Quarter Sessions as essentially civil actions. The article compels a rethinking of modern
categories of “crime” and “criminal” as applied to the eighteenth century, illustrating the lack of definitive
distinction between criminal and civil in the minds of both prosecutors and judges.
OFFICERS

AND

DIRECTORS, 2001

President: Thomas A. Green, University of Michigan
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PresidentElect: Robert W. Gordon, Yale University

robert.w.gordon@yale.edu

SecretaryTreasurer: Walter F. Pratt, Jr., Notre Dame
Law School

pratt.1@nd.edu

Board of Directors

Barbara A. Black (2002), Columbia University

bab@law.columbia.edu

James Brundage (2003), University of Kansas

jabrun@ukans.edu

Dan Ernst (2002*) Georgetown University

ernst@law.georgetown.edu

Ariela Gross (2003*), University of Southern California

agross@law.usc.edu

DeLoyd J. Guth (2003), University of Manitoba

djguth@cc.umanitoba.ca

Douglas Hay (2002), York University

dhay@yorku.ca

Laura Kalman (Immediate PastPresident), University of
California, Santa Barbara

kalman@humanitas.ucsb.edu

Herbert A. Johnson (2001), University of South Carolina

hjohnson@law.law.sc.edu

Yasuhide Kawashima (2001, University of Texas, El Paso

ykawashi@utep.edu

Bruce H. Mann (2001), University of Pennsylvania

bmann@law.upenn.edu

Charles McCurdy (2003), University of Virginia

cwm@virginia.edu

William E. Nelson (2002), New York University

lisa.mihajlovic@nyu.edu

Barbara Shapiro (2003), University of California, Berkeley

bshapiro@socrates.berkeley.edu

Aviam Soifer (2001), Boston College

soifera@bc.edu

Emily Van Tassel (2002), Indiana University

evantass@indiana.edu
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Sue Sheridan Walker (2001*), Northeastern Illinois
University

SSWalker@neiu.edu

* Executive Committee Member

() Indicates year term expires

ASLH Committees, 2001

Nominating Committee

Mary Dudziak (2001), University of Southern California,
Chair

mdudziak@law.usc.edu

Thomas Gallanis (2003), Ohio State University

gallanis.2@osu.edu

Philip Hamburger (2001), University of Chicago

hamburger@law.uchicago.edu

Sarah Hanley (2003), University of Iowa

sarahhanley@uiowa.edu

Victoria Woeste (2002), American Bar Foundation

vswoeste@northwestern.edu

() Indicates year term expires

2001 Program Committee

Bill Novak, History, University of Chicago, American Bar
Foundation, Chair

nov9@midway.uchicago.edu

Mary Sarah Bilder, Law, Boston College

bilder@bc.edu

Howard Gillman, Political Science, University of Southern
California

gillman@usc.edu

Julius Kirshner, History, University of Chicago

jkir@midway.uchicago.edu

Dan Klerman, Law, University of Southern California

dklerman@law.usc.edu
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Felicia Kornbluh, History, Duke University

kornbluh@duke.edu

Ken Ledford, History, Case Western Reserve University

kxl15@po.cwru.edu

Maria Elena Martinez, History, American Bar Foundation

martinez@abfn.org

Jennifer Mnookin, Law, University of Virginia

jlm2bc@virginia.edu

Dalia Tsuk, Law University of Arizona

tsuk@nt.law.arizona.edu

Barbara Welke, History, University of Minnesota

welke004@tc.umn.edu

Michael Willrich, History, Brandeis University

willrich@brandeis.edu

2001 Local Arrangements Committee

Victoria Woeste, American Bar Foundation, Chair

vswoeste@merle.acns.nwu.edu

Ben Brown, John Marshall Law School

7brown@jmls.edu

David Morrison

DLMorrison@aol.com

Sue Sheridan Walker, Northeastern Illinois University

SSWalker@neiu.edu

Stephen Siegel, DePaul Law School

ssiegel@wppost.depaul.edu

Standing Committee on Conferences and the Annual Meeting

Craig Joyce (1998) University of Houston, Chair

cjoyce@uh.edu

Christine A. Desan (1998), Harvard University

desan@law.harvard.edu
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Daniel Ernst (2000), Georgetown University

ernst@wpgate.law3.georgetown.edu

Robert W. Gordon (2000) (ex officio), Yale University

robert.w.gordon@yale.edu

William E. Nelson (1998), New York University

lisa.mihajlovic@nyu.edu

David S. Tanenhaus (1998), University of Nevada, Las
Vegas

tanenhad@nevada.edu

() Indicates year appointed

Publications Committee

Bruce H. Mann (1998), University of Pennsylvania, Chair

bmann@law.upenn.edu

Thomas J. Davis (1998), Arizona State University

tjdavis@asu.edu

Hendrik Hartog (1997), Princeton University

hartog@princeton.edu

Cynthia Herrup (2000), Duke University

cherrup@duke.edu

Tahirih V. Lee (1998), Florida State University

TLee@law.fsu.edu

Linda Przybyszewski (2000), University of Cincinnati

przybyL@email.uc.edu

Christopher Tomlins (1996), American Bar Foundation

clt@abfn.org

Christopher Waldrep (1997), San Francisco State
University

Cwaldrep51@aol.com/cwaldrep@sfsu.edu

() Indicates year appointed

Committee on Documentary Preservation
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Michael J. Churgin (1982), University of Texas, Chair

mchurgin@mail.law.utexas.edu

Christian G. Fritz (1985), University of New Mexico

fritz@law.unm.edu

Michael Griffith (1990), Office of the Clerk, U. S. District
Court, Northern District of California

DeLloyd J. Guth (1988), University of Manitoba

djguth@cc.umanitoba.ca

J. Gordon Hylton (1998), Marquette University

joseph.hylton@marquette.edu

Harold M. Hyman (1998), Rice University

hyman@rice.edu

Maeva Marcus (1988), U.S. Supreme Court Historical
Society
Gregory Mark (1998), Rutgers University, Newark

gmark@andromeda.rutgers.edu

R. Michael McReynolds (1985), U. S. National Archives

Rayman L. Solomon (1982), Rutgers University, Camden

raysol@camlaw.rutgers.edu

Marsha Trimble (1992), University of Virginia

mt9c@virginia.edu

() Indicates year appointed

Honors Committee

Richard Helmholz (1997), University of Chicago, Chair

dick_helmholz@law.uchicago.edu

Gregory Alexander (2000), Cornell University

alexandr@law.mail.cornell.edu

Linda Kerber (1998), University of Iowa

lkerber@blue.weeg.uiowa.edu

() Indicates year appointed
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Future Projects Committee

William Nelson, New York University (2000), Chair

lisa.mihajlovic@nyu.edu

Susanna Blumenthal (2000), University of Michigan

sblumen@umich.edu

Willy Forbath (2000), University of Texas

wforbath@mail.law.utexas.edu

Robert W. Gordon (2000), Yale University

robert.w.gordon@yale.edu

Ariela Gross (2000), University of Southern California

agross@law.usc.edu

Laura Kalman (2000), University of California, Santa
Barbara

kalman@humanitas.ucsb.edu

Robert Palmer (2000), University of Houston

RPalmer@uh.edu

David Sugarman (2000), University of Lancaster

d.sugarman@lancaster.ac.uk

() Indicates year appointed

Membership Committee

Robert Goldman (1998), Virginia Union University, Chair

rmgoldman@msn.com

Carol Chomsky (1998), University of Minnesota

choms001@umn.edu

Catherine Fisk (1998), Loyola University
Thomas Gallanis (1998), Ohio State University

gallanis.2@osu.edu

Thomas Green (ex officio), University of Michigan

tagreen@umich.edu

Ron Harris, Tel Aviv University (1999)

harrisr@post.tau.ac.il

Kenneth Ledford (1998), Case Western Reserve University

kxl15@po.cwru.edu
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Kenneth Ledford (1998), Case Western Reserve University

kxl15@po.cwru.edu

Fred Konefsky (1998), SUNYBuffalo

konefsky@acsu.buffalo.edu

Randall McGowen (1998), University of Oregon

rmcgowen@oregon.uoregon.edu

Bill Novak (ex officio), University of Chicago, American Bar
Foundation

nov9@midway.uchicago.edu

Walter F. Pratt, Jr. (ex officio), Notre Dame Law School

pratt.1@nd.edu

G. Edward White (1998), University of Virginia

gew@virginia.edu

() Indicates year appointed

Editors of LAW AND HISTORY REVIEW

Christopher Tomlins, American Bar Foundation, Editor

clt@abfn.org

Laura Edwards, Duke University, Associate Editor (Book
Reviews)

ledwards@duke.edu

Renee Brown, American Bar Foundation, Editorial
Coordinator

rjbrown@abfn.org

HLaw Moderators

Ian Mylchreest, Monash University

imylchre@netspace.net.au

Christopher Waldrep, California State University, San
Francisco

Cwaldrep51@aol.com/cwaldrep@sfsu.edu
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CoEditors of STUDIES IN LEGAL HISTORY

Thomas A. Green, University of Michigan

tagreen@umich.edu

Hendrik Hartog, Princeton University

hartog@princeton.edu

Surrency Prize Committee

Richard Ross,

Rross10688@aol.com

University of
Wisconsin (Madison) (as of summer 2001)
Chair
Amy Dru Stanley, University of Chicago

adstanle@midway.uchicago.edu

James Whitman, Yale University

james.whitman@yale.edu

Sutherland Prize Committee

Martin Wiener, Rice University, Chair

wiener@rice.edu

Chris Brooks, University of Durham

c.w.brooks@durham.ac.uk

Robert Palmer, University of Houston

RPalmer@uh.edu

Paul L. Murphy Grant Committee

John Johnson, University of Northern Iowa, Chair

john.johnson@uni.edu

Sandra Van Burkleo, Wayne State University

svanbur@earthlink.net
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S.VanBurkleo@wayne.edu

Harry Scheiber, University of California, Berkeley

scheiber@uclink4.berkeley.edu

Willard Hurst Memorial Fund Committee

Aviam Soifer, Boston College, Chair

soifera@bc.edu

Mary Sarah Bilder, Boston College

bilder@bc.edu

Lawrence Friedman, Stanford University

LMF@stanford.edu

Robert W. Gordon, Yale University

robert.w.gordon@yale.edu

Hendrik Hartog, Princeton University

hartog@princeton.edu

Laura Kalman, University of California, Santa Barbara

kalman@humanitas.ucsb.edu

Stanley Kutler, University of Wisconsin

sikutler@facstaff.wisc.edu

Maeva Marcus, U. S. Supreme Court Historical Society

DocHistSC@aol.com

Bill Novak, University of Chicago

nov9@midway.uchicago.edu

Kathryn Preyer, Wellesley College

RPreyer@aol.com

Rayman L. Solomon, Rutgers University

raysol@camlaw.rutgers.edu

Chris Tomlins, American Bar Foundation

clt@abfn.org

2000 Annual Meeting Sessions
Reports from the chairs of sessions at the 2000 Annual Meeting are reprinted below to provide a summary of
the work currently being done across the range of the Society’s membership.

Family Law in the
Ancient World

Legal Cultures of
Colonialism and
Nationalism

American Criminal
Justice in the Early
20th Century

Land Expropriation
and Proof of
Possession

Canada and
Australia: Sister
Colonies with
(Somewhat)
Divergent Legal
Histories

The People’s
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Before and Beside
the Common Law

Law and Society in
Imperial Russia

The People’s
Sovereignty in 19th
The Economic
Century
Analysis of Legal
Constitutional
History
Politics

Law, Learning, and
South Carolina
Judgment in Early
Redeemers in Court
Stuart England

Money, Contract,
Natural Law Thought and Capitalism in
Early America
in British North
America

Freedom and
Slavery on the
American Frontier

Lawyers in the
American West,
18201920

The Bill of Rights
and the Uses of
History

The Genealogy of
Inequality

Truth, Justice, and
the Carolingian Way

Family Law in the Ancient World
EDWARD HARRIS, Department of Classics, Brooklyn College, reports: JUDITH EVANS GRUBBS,
Department of Classical Studies Sweet Briar College, reviewed Constantine's rulings about the sale of children into
slavery. The emperor legalized the sale of newborn infants and encouraged the rescue of abandoned children.
Although the sale of older children was illegal, parents could still lease out their children's labor until they reached
adulthood. She then examined the nonlegal evidence, which shows that parents might indeed sell the services of
their children. She also interpreted two documents preserved from Egypt as evidence for the sale of abandoned
infants into slavery.

EVA CANTARELLA, New York University Law School, began by contrasting the traditional view of the
Roman paterfamilias with the revisionist view. According to the traditional view, the roman paterfamilias was a stern
patriarch, who demanded absolute obedience and ruled with an iron hand. The newer view stresses the role of pietas
(familial obligation) in relations between fathers and sons and finds evidence for mutual affection and respect.
Professor Cantarella criticized the new view in two ways. First, she drew attention to the economic powers fathers
exerted over their sons. Despite the rules about the peculium (personal fund) that sons could control, these
restrictions were a considerable burden and created considerable resentment. Second, Professor Cantarella pointed
to the pervasive concern about patricide, which she attributed to the frustration felt by sons about their fathers'
powers over them.
Return to program grid.
Legal Cultures of Colonialism and Nationalism
BRIAN OWENSBY, Department of History, University of Virginia, reports: The three of us and ten or so
hardy souls met for an early morning session to find common ground between South American Andrés Bello's efforts
to establish newly independent Spanish American republics in the concert of nations through international law, and
Edmund Burke's case for impeaching Warren Hastings, captain general of the East India Company, for
misdemeanors while in office.
MS. LILIANA OBREGÓN, Harvard Law School, spoke first and discussed the dilemmas faced by Latin
American intellectuals in the period immediately following independence in the early 19th century. Through a close
reading of jurist, political theorist, poet, and historian Andrés Bello, MS. OBREGÓN discussed the dilemmas facing
Latin American intellectuals who had to find ways of being different enough from Spain to justify independence and
yet similar enough to Europeans more generally to justify a claim to being among the civilized nations of the modern
world. Bello sought to do so by sharply distinguishing civilization from barbarism, providing jurisprudential support for
an idea that found literary expression in the writings of Domingo Sarmiento and other Argentines of the Generation of
'37. OBREGÓN argued that Bello sought to respond to the double bind of being part of a Europeanized elite that had
to rule a populace which, from a European perspective, embodied a barbarian and darkskinned "other." He did so,
OBREGÓN concludes, by displacing the contradictions and anxieties of his position onto the footnotes of his learned
texts, the only place they could reside without subverting his effort to insert newly independent Spanish American
republics into the emerging universalized jurisprudential discourse of the modern concert of nations, with its seat in
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Europe.
MS. MITHI MUKHURJEE, University of Chicago, spoke second and shone light on the paradoxes of
Edmund Burke's speeches favoring the impeachment of Warren Hastings. Burke's problem, she argued, was that
Hastings' defense amounted to a denial of British jurisdiction over India. Hastings claimed that since the Indian
people were ungovernable and since the East Indian Company had received the right to rule from the Moghuls,
Moghul law and custom, rather than British law, applied in the instant case. Hastings, on this argument, stood
outside British jurisdiction and could not be tried by Parliament sitting as a court of Britain. Burke, MUKHURJEE
claims, understood that this amounted to a complete denial of British legal authority in India, and so insisted on the
existence of a universal natural law that bound all, irrespective of cultural particularity. This amounted to a profound
challenge to the Imperial binary of Empire (Britain)Subject (India), transforming it into a threeway relationship among
EmpireSubjectImpartial Third Party. British political and legal structures were not designed to accommodate such a
problem, which finally led Parliament to split itself into two distinct parts, one to represent the Empire, and one to
represent the natural law.
I offered a brief comment on the issue of universality and particularity to which both papers spoke. For all
their differences—Bello's effort to find the basis for regional and national identities in the context of a universalizing
international law and Burke's claim for universal natural law to allow Britain to settle a local dispute—the two cases
serve to illuminate the twists and involutions the Western discourse of universality is so often forced into when
confronted by particularities, be they national, regional, cultural, or religious.
Return to program grid.
American Criminal Justice in the Early 20th Century
RICHARD HAMM, Department of History, SUNY Albany, reports: ALLEN STEINBERG, University of Iowa,
spoke at length on the politics of criminal law in progressive era New York. Steinberg showed how the construction
of bad copy by both reformers and Tammany politicians was essential to the political infighting of the progressive era
 and how these debates illuminated the role of police in the modern state. I commented, asking him to broaden his
sources to include cultural source and to push his analysis both forward and backward in time. About 25 people were
in the crowd, a good size for 7:30 on the first day.
Return to program grid.
Land Expropriation and Proof of Possession
STEVEN WILF, University of Connecticut Law School, reports: This session dealt with the idea of property
as an instrument of state formation. It shows how formal rules reflect both underlying legal ideologies and the
identified goals of those in control of the state apparatus.
FREDERICK KATZ (University of Chicago, History) discussed land patters from the colonial period to the
Mexican Revolution of 1910. This sweeping synthesis of a large literature begins by contrasting central Mexico, with
its communal land structures and land organization inherited from the preConquest period, with northern Mexican
property relations, where the population was less dense, there was little communal land, and military colonies were
established. The paper discusses the sharp departure from existing property organization with the liberal assumption
of power in 18567. Liberals sought to attract yeoman farmers from Europe, and to both expropriate Church land and
put an end to communal ownership. The continuing land expropriation of the Porfiriato in the end of the nineteenth
century  for the benefit of large landowners and railroads  were among the most important sources of unrest
leading to the Mexican Revolution.
MARIA MONTOYA (University of Michigan, History) examined the Maxwell Land Grant of the 1870s,
culminating in the Supreme Court decision U.S. v. Maxwell Land Grant Company (1889), where competing Mexican
and U.S. conceptions of property might be most clearly understood. Mexican land law diverged from U.S. law in the
power of governors to grant enormous tracts with little constraint upon their discretion; and the privileging of
community and state interests in establishing land patterns for the purpose of settlement, national defense, and
border control. U.S. property law included an aspiration of equality, as might be seen in the Homestead Act (1862),
which valorized the creation of a class of yeoman farmers. Moreover, Mexican tracts often followed the local
geography, but appeared haphazard to the ordered system which characterized parcels in U.S. settlement. The
paper continues to discuss how these differences were reconciled in the Supreme Court’s decision.
ALEXANDER KEDAR’s (University of Haifa, Law) wellresearched paper examines the land rules adopted by
the Israeli state in its earliest years. He shows how these rules diminished the likelihood of finding property right
disputes in favor of the Arab possessors. In a most intriguing section of the paper, he discussed how under Ottoman
law the person who worked unused or waste land might be considered as having acquired title in it while Israeli law
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law the person who worked unused or waste land might be considered as having acquired title in it while Israeli law
required formal procedures for acquisition. This procedure might render a lawful possessor under Ottoman law a
trespasser under Israeli law. Kedar also discussed the significance of the Jewish state’s national and security
interests in determining the precise boundaries of Arab village land.
These papers all discuss the way property rules are altered in the service of some ideological or state
interest. In each, a new set of property rules  set by Mexican liberals; U.S. courts infused with republican thinking;
or Zionist proponents of agricultural settlement  altered the rules for the benefit of one group over another. Rules
which often appear formal, such as registration, might be used to determine the largescale distribution of land. Both
Gregory Alexander (Cornell University, Law) and Carol Rose (Yale University, Law) unpacked the differences between
existing and secondintime property regimes. Carol Rose, one of the commentators, has put the themes of these
papers so very well: “Acts of possession are a text, and the common law [or any other legal regime] rewards the
author of the text.”
Return to program grid.
Canada and Australia: Sister Colonies with (Somewhat) Divergent Legal Histories
IAN HOLLOWAY, Faculty of Law, University of Western Ontario, reports: I chaired the session entitled
“Canada and Australia: Sister Colonies with (Somewhat) Divergent Legal Histories”. The panel comprised Professors
Wes Pue of the University of British Columbia, Constance Backhouse of the University of Ottawa, and Carolyn
Strange of the University of Toronto.
All three papers had comparative AustralianCanadian focus, and all three presenters were people whose
research straddles the Pacific ocean. WES PUE spoke in lawyers’ professional cultures in Canada and Australia 
making the point that in Canada, there seems to be a greater tendency to link lawyers and the legal profession to the
values of the British constitution. CONSTANCE BACKHOUSE spoke on the perverse effect of the corroboration rule
in child rape cases  she engaged in a comparative study of two cases, one from Western Australia and one from
Manitoba.
CAROLYN STRANGE spoke on the last men hanged in Canada and Australia  her point being that in
Australia, unlike Canada, the last hanging has acquired a romanticized status which fed into the debate over the
abolition of capital punishment. In a sense, her argument inverted the argument made by Wes Pue.
All papers were VERY good, and afterwards there was a wonderful discussion period.
Return to program grid.
Before and Beside the Common Law
CYNTHIA NEVILLE, Department of History, Dalhousie University, reports: This session brought together
three papers that examined medieval ideas about the power and authority of written laws, the attitudes of the people
whom the laws were meant to govern, and the problems inherent in using written records often regarded as
impenetrable in attempting to understand medieval representations of legal beliefs and norms. All three papers
complemented each other, and all generated much enthusiastic response.
BRUCE O’BRIEN (Mary Washington College), spoke on the subject of ‘A Common Law Mentality in Anglo
Saxon England?’ In this paper Bruce O’Brien searches for early manifestations in medieval England of what scholars
occasionally refer to as a ‘common law mentality’. The author attempts here to elucidate the first traces of a new
mode of thought about the efficacy of, and a new manner of receiving, royal commandments about the law. These,
he argues, can be found as early as the reign of King Æthelstan (925939). Dr. O’Brien’s definition of a ‘common law
assumes acceptance of assumptions that legal scholars have, for the most part, identified closely with the socalled
legal revolution of the twelfth century, notably the notion that a common law based on royal fiat was superior to local
custom, that it was widely available, and that there was little variation in its rules and application. The most
significant aspect of the paper, however, is the arguments it offers in respect of the preconditions necessary for the
development of a ‘common law mentality’ under Æthelstan: the establishment of political conditions identifiable
collectively (if still embryonically) as a ‘kingdom’, the respect that a successful national figure might engender in the
context of tenthcentury notions of royal authority, specifically the maintenance of law and order (with a concomitant
uniformity of expectations on the part of that same royal figure) and, finally, the willingness on the part of the
inhabitants of a region to consider marginalizing their own legal customs and practices. All are present in Dr.
O’Brien’s assessment of the reign of King Æthelstan. There is no claim here that the origins of the common law –
whatever those may have been – should be pushed back in time from the twelfth to the tenth century. The
importance of Dr. O’Brien’s paper lies, rather, in its supposition that the most important challenge facing historians of
the common law lies not in locating precisely a single elusive moment of birth for the genesis of the common law, but
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the common law lies not in locating precisely a single elusive moment of birth for the genesis of the common law, but
more particularly in tracing the notional and psychological foundations upon which something approximating the
common law system was subsequently established.
In a paper entitled ‘Law as Theatre in Early Medieval Ireland’, ROBIN STACEY (University of Washington)
seeks to explore early Irish assumptions about the law, its authority, its effectiveness and, above all, its ability to
regulate everyday activities. The author argues that historians have an obligation to seek to recover those
assumptions even in respect of periods and of regions that have traditionally been marginalized as dark and
unknowable. Dr. Stacey acknowledges openly the difficulties of drawing firm links between the highly stylized texts of
early law codes (rendered more complex still by the fact that many survive only in later recensions) and the ritualized
actions of the people who lived and experienced those laws. Her paper offers much more than a review of the
complex rituals by which early Irish people gave expression to legal custom, or yet another examination of the quaint
and curious actions by which preliterate peoples struggled to impose order on their lives. It also argues that ritual
simultaneously reflected, shaped and mediated social behavior and cultural beliefs. By means of its discussion of the
elaborate ceremonies associated with distraint, claims to disputed land, and sick maintenance the paper shows too
that Irish litigants engaged in much more than a set of rituals intended to portray in performance concepts that could
not be expressed by reference to written procedures. In her examination of the chronological, spatial and conceptual
milieus in which Irish litigants prosecuted their grievances Dr. Stacey demonstrates the vitality of the early Irish law
codes, once regarded as little more than the fossilized voices of a group of literati unique in the extent of their
learning but of little relevance to the society in which they lived.
EMILY TABUTEAU (Michigan State University), gave a paper entitled ‘Was Norman Law Common Law?’
This work also deals with the general question of the origins of the common law, but has as its focus the duchy of
Normandy in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Her definition is at once broad and ambiguous: it takes for granted
the existence of a ‘common law mentality’ in Normandy, in that the prerequisites traditionally associated with the
common law were present: a unitary state of some sort, a royal (or in this case ducal) personage with power and
authority to create an impose laws, and a population willing (or perhaps, in the case of Normandy, compelled) to
confer primacy on the pronouncements of such a figure. Dr. Tabuteau further acknowledges that a common law was
one that was both applied and recognized across a wide region. Dr. Tabuteau, however, argues for the persistence in
Normandy of the memory and the effect of local custom, and her conclusions suggest that rather than a common law
in Normandy in the period between 1066 and 1204 there existed side by side two or more different common laws. The
achievement of the dukes of Normandy in the course of the eleventh and twelfth centuries was, in her opinion,
modest but promising: if they had not yet succeeded in creating and maintaining a single system of common law
they were nevertheless well on the way towards convincing their subjects that ducal pronouncements must take
precedence over local mores and practices.
Return to program grid.
Law and Society in Imperial Russia
WILLIAM G. WAGNER, Department of History, Williams College, reports: Examining the procedure
followed by state officials in soliciting public responses to the Basic Principles formulated in 1862 for the Russian
judicial reform, CHERI WILSON (Department of History, Loyola University, Baltimore) concluded that the reform
commission sought primarily the views of provincial judicial and administrative officials on how the future reform
might be implemented in local areas. The overwhelming majority of the comments received by the commission
consequently were submitted by such officials. According to Wilson, the comments provide a revealing picture both
of the administration of justice in local areas prior to the reform and of life in Russian localities generally. As an
example, Wilson discussed responses to the proposed qualifications for election to the new position of justice of the
peace, noting especially the frequent reference to the lack of qualified candidates in most local areas.
Discussing the efforts of Russian lawyers after the judicial reform of 1864 to establish a positive public
image and professional identity, SUSAN RUPP (Department of History, Wake Forest University) examined the
criteria and procedure for disciplining members developed by the bar associations created as a result of the reform.
Rupp noted that only a minority of lawyers participated actively in these efforts, with the majority of lawyers ignoring
them. Disciplinary efforts focused on the “moral’ qualities and behavior of lawyers and were much less concerned
with questions of professional competence and complaints by clients. Rupp concluded that activist lawyers generally
failed to create a positive public image for lawyers in general or to establish effective professional autonomy prior to
the Revolution of 1917.
Tracing the emergence of the discipline of criminology in late 19thcentury imperial Russia, RON
BIALKOWSKI (Department of History, University of California at Berkeley) argued that the particular political context
of late imperial Russia significantly influenced both the development of criminological ideas and theories and the
reception in Russia of ideas and theories from Western Europe. Bialkowski cited in particular the rejection of
Lombroso’s theories in favor of conceptions of crime that emphasized sociological causes. Bialkowski also noted
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Lombroso’s theories in favor of conceptions of crime that emphasized sociological causes. Bialkowski also noted
that liberal Russian criminologists initially attempted to work with the state in promoting progressive criminal and
penal reform and then sought to pursue reform autonomously through professional and philanthropic organizations.
But the state’s unresponsiveness to their efforts and to reform generally ultimately pushed liberal and radical
criminologists into overt political opposition to the tsarist regime.
In my comments on the papers, I observed that taken together the three papers effectively demonstrated
several important themes in the social, cultural, and institutional history of Russian law during the late imperial
period. The papers showed, for example, the way in which the process of reform shifted between the 1860s and
1914 from an overwhelmingly stateled and statedominated one to a much more complicated pattern of pressure
from and interaction between the imperial state and a variety of social and professional groups, among the latter of
which legal professionals figured prominently. They also demonstrated the growth and the increasingly complex
character, as well as the fragility and vulnerability, of the prerevolutionary Russian legal profession. In addition, the
papers revealed the tensions and contradictions within the fledgling Russian legal profession, as well as not
infrequently within individual members. Finally, the papers demonstrated how the particular Russian political,
institutional, and cultural contexts often led to important differences between parallel developments or institutions in
imperial Russia on the one hand and in Western Europe and the U.S. on the other.
Return to program grid.
The People’s Sovereignty in 19thCentury Constitutional Politics
KEITH E. WHITTINGTON, Department of Politics, Princeton University, reports: This panel attracted a
large and interested audience and presented a gratifyingly coherent set of papers examining the interaction between
constitutional forms and constitutional politics.
CHRISTIAN G. FRITZ of the University of New Mexico (“The Struggle Over the People’s Sovereignty
Before the Civil War) offered material from his current book project examining the contested nature of popular
sovereignty prior to the Civil War. Although it was broadly accepted that the American government was a popular
government, there was violent disagreement as to what government by the people entailed. The “Whiskey Rebellion”
of 1791 provides one example of those disagreements, as the Federalist administration and the Pennsylvania
protestors radically disagreed about the legitimacy and constitutional status of popular meeting and protest and the
appropriate channels through which and times when “the people” may speak.
WAYNE D. MOORE of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (“Reconceiving the Fourteenth
Amendment’s Founding”) argued for a fluid notion of constitutional legitimacy in the particular context of the
Fourteenth Amendment. The problematic drafting and ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment under Article V
procedures provides an opening for considering the generally complicated relationship between the “we the people” as
constitutional authors and as constitutional subjects. The authority of the Fourteenth Amendment developed through
its subsequent application and constitutional development, and not simply through a single decisive moment of
legislation.
ADAM WINKLER of the University of California at Los Angeles (“A Revolution Too Soon: Woman
Suffragists, the Right to Vote and the Living Constitution, 18691874") contended that a notion of the “living
constitution” emerged earlier than usually assumed in American constitutional history. He argued that a number of
suffragists adopted a version of the living constitutionalism in order to advance legal challenges to the
disenfranchisement of women after the adoption of the Reconstruction Amendments.
MARK E. BRANDON of the University of Michigan and TONY A. FREYER of the University of Alabama
offered valuable commentary on the papers, elaborating their logic and significance and suggesting some additional
points to be explored and clarified.
Return to program grid.

The Economic Analysis of Legal History
GEOFFREY P. MILLER, New York University Law School, began the session by identifying four reasons
why lawandeconomics, as a discipline, has not generally concerned itself with the field of legal history. First, the
neoclassical methodology employed by many lawandeconomics scholars purports to be ahistorical and context
free: the rational profit maximizers who populate lawandeconomics papers are cultureless, genderless, pastless,
classless utility functions. Second, lawandeconomics has lacked a concern for history because it has had so
much else to do, starting with the fundamental reinterpretation of all the basic areas of the common law. Third,
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much else to do, starting with the fundamental reinterpretation of all the basic areas of the common law. Third,
doing history is timeconsuming and difficult; since the payoffs were greater in the realm of applying economic theory
to legal doctrine, the first generation of lawandeconomics scholars avoided it. Finally, professional historians found
the theoretical approach of the founding generation of lawandeconomics scholars to be brash, presumptuous, and
politically unpalatable. Miller observed that these conditions are beginning to change. Recent lawandeconomics
scholarship has been concerned with contextual and cultural factors; the easy theoretical questions have nearly all
been addressed; the payoffs for theory relative to empirical work are lower; and lawandeconomics scholars are more
moderate in their commitment to freemarket ideas. Miller suggested that, in light of these changes, there may now
be opportunities for a fruitful intersection between lawandeconomics and legal history.
RON HARRIS, of Tel Aviv University, followed with a paper entitled “Drifting Apart? Legal History,
Economic History, Law & Economic Analysis.” Harris observed that over the past forty years, the fields of history,
economics, and law have generated three crossdisciplinary approaches: legal history (combining history and law),
economic history (combining economics and history), and law and economics (combining law and economics). To
date, he argued, there has been little interaction between these three dualdiscipline fields. Harris offered an
intellectual history of the disciplines to explain this lack of interaction. He argued that prospects for future interaction
are brighter. In lawandeconomics, the neoclassical paradigm is being adjusted in such a way as to allow a turn
toward history in that discipline. As for
DAN KLERMAN, of University of Southern California, presented a paper on “The Selection of Thirteenth
Century Criminal Disputes for Litigation.” Klerman examined ThirteenthCentury English private prosecutions in which
the courts required a jury verdict even if the parties settled. Because the data set includes both the settlement and a
jury verdict, it provides unique information that can be used to assess the predictions of the PriestKlein hypothesis
on the selection of disputes for litigation. Priest and Klein predicted (among other things) that parties with larger
stakes in a case are likely to prevail more often in litigated outcomes when engaged in disputes with parties with
lower stakes. Klerman’s study provides qualified support for the implications of the theory: defendants were found
guilty much more often in settled cases than in litigated ones.
JENNY BOURNE WAHL, of Carleton College, presented a talk based on her book, “The Bondsman’s
Burden: An Economic Analysis of the Common Law of Southern Slavery.” She argued that the law of slavery
developed by Southern judges in the antebellum era satisfied, in general, the standards of efficiency from the
standpoint of slave masters. That is, the common law of slavery served to maximize the wealth of slave owners by
developing rules that served their welfare ex ante. Wahl surveyed a number of areas of Southern slave
jurisprudence, including liability for breach of warranty as to the character of slaves, allocation of risk of harm to
slaves who were hired out to others, and cases about the liability of common carriers for the escape of slaves. Wahl
observed, however, that the apparent efficiency of these rules was hardly an argument in their favor, since the result
was to sustain a deeply immoral and inhumane system.
WILLIAM W. FISHER, III, of Harvard University, offered comments on the three presentations. Among
other points, he expressed misgivings as to the possible extension of lawandeconomics into the field of history if
the result would be the privileging of functional over historical explanations. He found Klerman’s data to be intriguing,
but raised several questions about the interpretation. He commended the extraordinary research in Wahl’s paper but
questioned the analytical methodology as being overly doctrinal and somewhat too centered in the work of the
founding generation of lawandeconomic scholars.
Return to program grid.
The Genealogy of Inequality
STANLEY N. KATZ, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, Princeton University,
reports: This session was attending by more than fifty members, and provided a lively occasion for exchange, since
the authors kept strictly to their time allotments, and there was no formal comment  Reva Siegel, alas had to remain
in New Haven with a bad case of the flu. The Chair simply opened the discussion by asking the first question.
ROBERT COTTROL, George Washington University Law School, made a sophisticated case that racial
equality in the United States can only be understood in the context of alternative ideas and practices of equality
elsewhere in the Americas. He situated our absolutist legal response to race to other more flexible and permeable
legal approaches in the countries to our south. In retrospect, only the Canadian experience was neglected. LINDA
KERBER, University of Iowa, followed up the arguments of her recent prizewinning book on the obligations of
citizenship for women. She examined the ironic context of recent immigration caselaw in which the foreignborn
children of U.S. male citizens have great difficulty in becoming U.S. citizens, whereas the children of our female
citizens are, in effect, privileged in this respect by statute and caselaw. Thus the context for the lengthy audience
discussion was the problem of equality in both race and gender, and also up and down the length of the continent. It
was unusual and gratifying to find questioners coming from very different intellectual, legal and geographical
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was unusual and gratifying to find questioners coming from very different intellectual, legal and geographical
perspectives in one session. Altogether, this was an admirable and satisfying session.
Return to program grid.
South Carolina Redeemers in Court: The Criminal Justice System and the Establishment of White
Supremacy
CHRISTOPHER WALDREP, Department of History, San Francisco State University, reports: This panel
brought together two scholars interested in South Carolina Reconstruction and Redemption. Their papers showed
how white supremacists misused and abused the law as they seized power.
In a paper entitled “The 1878 Election Cases and the Collapse of Federal Enforcement Efforts in South
Carolina,” LOU FALKNER WILLIAMS (Kansas State University) examined federal efforts to combat white
supremacists’ election fraud. These efforts failed, Williams showed, due to the intransigence of South Carolina jurors
and the incompetence of the United States Attorney. W. LEWIS BURKE (University of South Carolina) presented a
richly researched narrative of the South Carolina state prosecution of Francis Lewis Cardozo. State prosecutors
violated contemporary conflict of interest rules, used perjured testimony, may have improperly influenced jurors, and
relied on a prejudiced judge to win a conviction. Cardozo was almost certainly innocent. Cardozo died penniless.
In a brief comment, I praised both authors for their fascinating look at Redeemer justice and suggested both
papers could be used to challenge Eric Foner’s ruling paradigm. The role of law in restoring white supremacy at the
end of Reconstruction was critical. Though this was an early morning session, some fifteen stalwarts turned out for
what proved a fascinating panel.
Return to program grid.
Law, Learning, and Judgment in Early Stuart England: Reading "Measure for Measure."
ALLEN D. BOYER, New York Stock Exchange, Enforcements Division, reports: On Saturday morning, in a
wellattended presentation, Jacobean drama and Jacobean jurisprudence were held up as mirrors to the other.
CATHERINE MCCAULIFF (Seton Hall University) opened with "Hypotheticals in Measure for Measure"
This focused on two of Shakespeare's characters, Claudio and Juliet, but more broadly discussed the pairs of lovers
who figure in Measure for Measure  couples who are not quite married in the eyes of the church and state (having
consummated their union while postponing the ceremony, pending delivery of a dowry; having broken a marriage
contract because a dowry could not be delivered; having produced issue outside wedlock, etc). She argued that
these couples, each of which is bound together in ways which differ, slightly but significantly, from the other couples
in the play, help illustrate Shakespeare's ideas about the definition and function of marriage, just as hypothetical
cases help focus classroom discussions (whether in contemporary law schools or in the Inns of Court known by
Shakespeare and his audience).
LOUISE HALPER (Washington & Lee University) presented "Measure for Measure and Its Political
Moment" This emphasized the close parallels between Shakespeare's fictional city of Vienna and the political world
of Jacobean England. She noted that, just as the play's Duke Vincentio chooses to manipulate other characters
secretly, while disguised as a friar, so James I was fond of personally stagemanaging political events. (Most
notably, at Winchester early in James' reign, when Sir Walter Raleigh and others faced execution for treason, the king
remitted the prisoners' sentences only after they had been brought to the scaffold). She used these likenesses to
suggest that Shakespeare, as a playwright who enjoyed royal favor, used Measure for Measure to present a dramatic
situation in which a ruler operated in opposition to the law  a situation in which James increasingly found himself, as
his desire for personal rule conflicted with the desire of Parliamentarians and judges for a commonwealth governed by
the authority of the common law.
PENELOPE PETHER (American University) presented a different perspective in "Measured Judgments?
Histories, Possibilities, and the Possibility of Equity." She drew upon the writings of Hayden White and the
suggestions of various New Historicist writers to argue that legal education should challenge the continuing
dominance of "Langdellian" doctrinal analysis. She suggested that Measure for Measure, because it leaves
unresolved the question of whether Isabella chooses to marry the Duke  therein reflecting a broader rejection of neat
and simple endings  is a play uniquely able to raise openended discussion about what values the law should
reflect.
Commentary and closing remarks were provided by DAVID MILLON (Washington & Lee University) and the
chairman. Dean Millon highlighted the other side of the debate over the "King James version" of Measure for
Measure, pointing out that the play may have been written or produced before James's accession to the English
throne. He concluded by observing that, nonetheless, the numerous pardons which are issued in the last scene of
Measure for Measure provide good grounds to link Vienna with Winchester and the Viennese duke with the British
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Measure for Measure provide good grounds to link Vienna with Winchester and the Viennese duke with the British
monarch. The chairman outlined the religious background in which Shakespeare grew up (with a father who
whitewashed mural paintings in the church at Stratford, in good Protestant fashion, but later seems to have returned
to the Roman church), and speculated that such religious strains may have shaped the playwright's vision.
LAURIE BENTON, NJIT and Rutgers University, Newark, reports: This was an interesting panel comprised
of papers on different geographic areas with thematic and theoretical connections among them. About twenty people
attended, and there was a lively discussion afterwards and good audience participation. A summary of the papers
and commentary follows.
JEREMY ADELMAN, Princeton University: Adelman's paper explored the intellectual origins of Argentine
constitutionalism in the middle of the nineteenthcentury. Focusing on Juan Bautista Alberdi, he traced to shift from
a classical form of early nineteenthcentury liberalism, to one which espoused a more locallyattuned and less
universalistic road to the rule of law. Alberdi and others shifted the idea of a constitution away from a document to
protect and create liberties, to one which defended and upheld social and political order. This shift provided the
intellectual conditions for the Constitution of 1853 and its dominant interpretive framework.
LAUREN BENTON, NJIT and Rutgers University, Newark: Benton’s paper argued that captive redemption
across the Atlantic world helped to reproduce a familiar legal framework. While captivity narratives emphasized the
differences between “civilized” captives and “barbarous” captors, the subtext of these accounts was that shared
understandings and established routines made responses to captivity – in particular, redemption – possible. The
experience of Europeans in redeeming captives of Barbary pirates was especially important in shaping responses to
captive taking elsewhere in the Atlantic world. Information circulated widely about how to succeed at redemption in
Barbary states, where negotiations and ransompaying became increasingly institutionalized. New World accounts
showed that Europeans held similar expectations about the possibilities and rituals of redemption. Through
negotiations, ransompaying, and release, “savages” and “pirates” took on the unmistakable marks of legal authority,
political order, and diplomacy.
HERMAN L. BENNETT, Rutgers University: In his essay "Which Law and Culture?" Professor Bennett
offered a reexamination of the initial encounters between Iberians and Africans. His essay questioned the
historiographical tradition that reduced the early modern encounter to a conquest of "the land of Guinea." By looking
closely at the series of fifteenthcentury chronicles, Bennett suggested that diplomacy between Iberians and African
sovereigns shaped the encounter and would subsequently enable the emergence of the slave trade in which
sovereignless peoples were deemed as slaves. The essay on the basis of ecclesiastical sources went on to
question the role that Roman law played in shaping masterslave relations in the Americas, suggesting that
ecclesiastical law (canon law) had a significant, if not dominated role in defining the slave experience.
Commentary: LAWRENCE ROSEN commented not so much on the details of each paper as on the broader
themes they raised for comparative legal history. He noted that the range of variation in colonized people's responses
to legal impositions to outside forces, like the range of their indigenous practices, demonstrates an enormous vitality
that has often been submerged in simplistic ideas about colonialism. Similarly, he commented on the ways in which
it may now be possible, based on studies like these, to develop more sophisticated concepts of the range of
sovereign powers and their specific legal implementation in a postcolonial world.
Return to program grid.

Natural Law Thought in British North America
RICHARD ROSS reports: This panel investigated the multiple roles of natural law thought in early
America. All three papers stressed how the protean qualities of natural law and its simultaneous integration with
positive law, religion, and conscience made it central to colonial legal culture.
GREGG ROEBER, Pennsylvania State University, explored how, in the Middle Colonies, natural law
influenced popular understandings of the duties of conscience. The colonists derived from natural law and
conscience a set of practical duties, such as doing justice to kin and close neighbors, honoring one's word, and
tempering legal rigor with mercy.
DAVID KONIG, Washington University, used natural law as key to finding unity in the otherwise elusive
thought of Thomas Jefferson. A variety of Jefferson's intellectual commitments could be tied together once one
sees their shared dependence on a natural law foundation. These commitments included: a conception of social life
as a pairing of rights and duties; defense of retrograde gender relations and tortured compromises with slavery; and
a bounded optimism about the ability of reason to enlighten the populacebounded because Jefferson thought that
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a bounded optimism about the ability of reason to enlighten the populacebounded because Jefferson thought that
the debilitated state of popular rational faculties justified press censorship and heavy handed tutelage by an
enlightened elite.
CRAIG YIRUSH, Johns Hopkins University, argued that historians have undervalued the centrality of natural
thought in eighteenth century political argument. Given the uncertainty of positive law in the British empire, the
colonists found natural law a useful ally in combating proprietors and in justifying land transfers from native
Americans.
Return to program grid.
Money, Contract, and Capitalism in Early America
HARRY N. SCHEIBER, University of California, Berkeley, School of Law, reports: CLAIRE PRIEST's (Yale
University) paper offered a reinterpretation of the relation of legal and economic development in colonial New
England. She emphasized the impact of government paper money experiments in prescribing the conditions under
which individuals contracted and litigated in the colonial period. Colonial contractual obligations and debt litigation
trends reflected an economic revolution from a society based principally on barter relations to a more modern cash
economy. Priest contended that the "law" of colonial contractual relations was as much generated by power
struggles over currency policy between the colonies and England, by political controversies within colonial
legislatures, and by currency fluctuations and market instability, as it was the product of individual promises and
common law rules.
CHRISTINE DESAN's (Harvard Law School) paper explored the changing relationship between public
authority and the market in the American 18th century by contrasting the different currencies used over that time for
economic exchange. Systems based on politically managed paper money gave way late in the Critical Period, she
argued , to an approach based on hard money and interestbearing debt; longstanding practices that defined public
contract, legislative authority, and notions of freedom and coercion changed at the same time. The result realigned
the way government related to its citizens, assimilating
Comments by SEAN WILENTZ and CHRIS TOMLINS placed the papers in the context of ideological as
well as institutional conflict of the colonial era and early Republic. Harry N. Scheiber served as session chair.
Return to program grid.

Truth, Justice, and the Carolingian Way: Courts and the Articulation of Power in Early Medieval Europe
THOMAS FRANCIS HEAD, Department of History, Hunter College, reports: In a paper entitled “Why Go To
a Court? Selfinterest and the Courts in Early Carolingian Bavaria,” WARREN BROWN of the California Institute of
Technology examined how and why nobles, both secular and ecclesiastical, brought disputes over land tenure into
courts in light of the evidence provided by the documents in the charter collection of the cathedral church of
Freising. Brown focused on the decades following the Carolingian conquest of Bavaria in 787, when the courts
overseen by royal representatives or missi were novel. Deftly determining the kinship and institutional ties of the
litigants, Brown showed how certain nobles used the new juridical procedures to lay fuller claim to their properties.
His emphasis on the importance and nature of selfinterest among the Bavarian nobles significantly helps to further
current scholarship about Carolingian law courts begun by such scholars as Paul Fouracre and Wendy Davies.
Where Brown provided depth and color to a current school of interpretation, GEOFFREY KOZIOL of the
University of California, Berkeley questioned the very underpinnings of current interpretations of Carolingian legal
procedures in an intentionally provocative paper entitled “Black Holes and Case Law, or What Charters Can’t Tell Us
about Carolingian Legal Practice.” He pointed out how the evidence for legal practice in the Carolingian period is
largely divided into traditional laws, such as Lex Salica, and charters. The former give evidence about the theory of
the law and treat mostly criminal matters; the latter give evidence about the adjudication of disputes and concern
mostly matters of land holding. In short, they provide two very different and incomplete pictures of the legal
process. Koziol argued that virtually all current theories about Carolingian law are flawed because they use only one
type of evidence and fail to comprehend how the evidence was itself produced. He went on to outline how future
scholarly inquiry might proceed and some forms of other evidence, hitherto ignored, which might be adduced.
As ADAM KOSTO of Columbia University noted in his comment, Koziol thus implicitly questioned the very
underpinnings of Brown’s paper. Kosto pointed out that the two papers were incommensurate: the first was a rich
description of the evidence with little in the way of methodological reflection, while the latter was almost entirely
methodological with little explicit exposition of the evidence. Kosto attempted to show how the two papers were, in
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methodological with little explicit exposition of the evidence. Kosto attempted to show how the two papers were, in
fact, less removed from one another than they might appear at first glance. During the discussion, Brown and Koziol
themselves appeared to be in agreement. The conclusion of the session appeared to be that new interpretations of
charter evidence have drastically reshaped our picture of Carolingian legal practice, but that it is now time to go on to
a reinterpretation of other forms of evidence as well.
Return to program grid.

Freedom and Slavery on the American Frontier
SALLY GORDON (Penn Law School and History Department) reports: This was a lively and wellattended
session, which successfully brought together a variety of perspectives on slavery and freedom that have previously
been overlooked in legal historiography. Questions from the audience confirmed that slavery on the frontier is a
fruitful area of historical inquiry.
LEA VANDERVELDE (University of Iowa Law School) presented “Slaves in Free Territory,’ a study of the
practice of buying and keeping slaves in the northwest territories, especially among military officers. ANTHONY
BAKER (Campbell University Law School) presented a paper on the ‘intellectual frontier’ of constitutional theory and
the popular press, “‘The Authors of All our Troubles’: The Press, the supreme court and the Civil War.” LESLIE
SCHWALM (University of Iowa, History Department) analyzed the conflict over the migration of slaves into
Midwestern states after emancipation in “The Wartime conflict over Slavery and Freedom in the Midwest.’
Commentator ARIELA GROSS (University of Southern California Law School) observed that each of the
papers broke new ground, making important contributions to our knowledge of the legal past. She also gave a series
of constructive comments on the three papers, urging the authors to integrate the history of slavery with that of other
ethnicities, including Indian and Irish, as well as the history of the Northeast. Spirited and thoughtprovoking
questions from the audience followed.
Return to program grid.

The Bill of Rights and the Uses of History
SANDRA F. VANBURKLEO, Department of History, Wayne State University, reports: The panel proved to
be a particularly vigorous and fruitful intellectual experience. DONALD LUTZ (University of Houston) explored the
content of Bill of Rights scholarship in the wake of the Bicentennial, from the point of view especially of political
scientists and historians. AKHIL AMAR (Yale Law School) followed with a provocative examination of the ways in
which historians’ and lawyers’ accounts of the path of constitutional law necessarily differ. In lucid comments, LES
BENEDICT (Ohio State University) and KERMIT HALL (North Carolina State University) laid out, in different but
complementary ways, how constitutional historians’ taste for ambiguity, change, and complexity provide not only
“context” for lawyers as they set about tracing the path of the law, or compiling briefs in constitutional cases, but also
provide an invaluable corrective for the unitary conclusions that lawyers often present (legal “truth”). In some
respects, the discussion period was the most valuable part of the session. Members of the audience ruminated at
length about whether historians should offer their services as signators to amicus briefs or as expert witnesses in
constitutional cases. On the one hand, historians could be influential and shape the course of public policy, and
seem to be doing such things more often than in the past; on the other hand, historians then were forced to deal in
the methods and unitary “truth” statements that characterize legal discourse, and seemed as well to be abandoning
all pretense of objectivity. Participants in the conversation found these alternatives deeply troubling, if only because
every available choice threatened to delegitimize historians: Those who refused to enter public conversations, in
courtrooms and in newspaper columns, would not be heard at all; those who chose to participate might be perceived
as tainted by the partisan fray, and by the adoption of the lawyers’ unambiguous sense of unitary “truths.” ASLH has
sponsored sessions in the past that examined tensions between law and history; but this session, unlike some earlier
ones, began to move onto fresh terrain, particularly in the rather close discussion of the nature of historical and legal
discourse, and in talk about the historians’ perhapspostmodern fascination with ambiguity. In the past, Morty
Horwitz reminded us, historians had no trouble speaking “the truth,” and as a result enjoyed a popularity that they
have not experienced since. Conversation persisted well beyond the assigned time.
Return to program grid.
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Lawyers in the American West, 18201920
GORDON BAKKEN, Department of History, California State University, Fullerton, reports: CHRISTOPHER
BRYANT, University of Nevada, Las Vegas Boyd School of Law, explored the legal apprenticeship system operating
in the office of Calvin Fletcher in frontier Indianapolis, Indiana. In addition to reading law in the traditional modes of
drafting documents, researching points and authorities, and studying Blackstone, Fletcher regularly quizzed his
students on the law. His students performed clerical duties including, but not limited to serving papers, traveling
great distances to attend to cases, and transporting documents. The frontier forced lawyers to work with primitive
transportation system, but did not materially force change in Indianapolis practice.
ANDREW P. MORRIS, Case Western University, School of Law, discussed the impact of Decius S. Wade
upon law in territorial Montana. Wade was Chief Justice of the Montana Supreme Court and one of the most
significant authors of the Montana Code. Despite Wade’s belief in the efficacy of codification, his commonlaw
craftsmanship proved to be far more important in the legal development of Montana.
BARBARA ALLEN BABCOCK, Stanford University, School of Law, presented her findings regarding the work
of Clara Foltz and others in the creation of the public defender. Women won admittance to the bar in the West in the
1870s, but found clients hard to attract. Yet women started defending the criminally accused and won seemingly
impossible cases. Women defenders forced female prosecutors to appear to give parity in Victorian minds despite
the fact that women were infrequently on juries. These pioneer lawyers forged the path leading to the creation of the
public defenders office and afforded women access to clients and trial experience. Professor Babcock’s website
<http://wwwleland.stanford.edu/group/WLHP> is a rich source for the study of women at the bar.
GORDON MORRIS BAKKEN, California State University, Fullerton, presented a brief comment calling for
greater contextualizing of the field to raise issue of interest to the New Western Historians. Professor Bakken also
noted that all four of the papers would be published in the Nevada Law Journal.
UNC PRESS Titles
30% Discount and Special Offers

Books in the series Studies in Legal History, coedited by Thomas A. Green and Hendrik Hartog
(Listed alphabetically by author; discount prices in bold; some quantities may be limited.)
The editors welcome submission of manuscripts for consideration by the Series. Please send to:
Professor Thomas A. Green
342 Hutchins Hall
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 481091215
and to:
Professor Hendrik Hartog
Department of History
129 Dickinson Hall
Princeton University
Princeton, NY 085441017
Reconstructing the Household: Families, Sex, and the Law in the NineteenthCentury South
by Peter W. Bardaglio
Winner of the 1996 James A. Rawley Prize, Organization of American Historians
384 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $18.95 pa $13.27
Governing the Hearth: Law and the Family in NineteenthCentury America
by Michael Grossberg
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Winner of the 1986 LittletonGriswold Prize in American Law and Society, American Historical
Association
436 pp., $24.95 pa $17.47
Shaping the Eighteenth Amendment: Temperance Reform, Legal Culture, and the Polity, 18801920
by Richard F. Hamm
Winner of the 1996 Henry Adams Prize, Society for History in the Federal Government
352 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $22.50 pa $15.75
Public Property and Private Power: The Corporation of the City of New York in American Law, 17301870
by Hendrik Hartog
285 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97
Heart versus Head: JudgeMade Law in NineteenthCentury America
by Peter Karsten
512 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97
Forthcoming!
The AntiRent Era in New York Law and Politics, 18391865
by Charles W. McCurdy
432 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97 (Available February 2001)
Southern Slavery and the Law, 16191860
by Thomas D. Morris
Winner of the 1997 Frank L. and Harriet C. Owsley Award, Southern Historical Association
Winner of the 1996 Book Award, Society for Historians of the Early American Republic
592 pp., $24.95 pa $17.47
Forthcoming!
The Legalist Reformation: Law, Politics, and Ideology in New York, 19201980
by William E. Nelson
472 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97 (Available March 2001)
The Right to be King: The Succession to the Crown of England, 16031714
by Howard Nenner
356 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97
The People's Welfare: Law and Regulation in NineteenthCentury America
by William J. Novak
Winner of the 1997 LittletonGriswold Prize in American Law and Society, American Historical
Association
408 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
The Mansfield Manuscripts and the Growth of English Law in the Eighteenth Century (in two volumes)
James Oldham
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James Oldham
1734 pp., $250.00 cl Special price $100.00
The Republic according to John Marshall Harlan
by Linda Przybyszewski
304 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
Protecting the Best Men: An Interpretive History of the Law of Libel
by Norman L. Rosenberg
380 pp., $22.50 pa $15.75
Women and the Law of Property in Early America
by Marylynn Salmon
285 pp., $18.95 pa $13.27
Laws Harsh as Tigers: Chinese Immigrants and the Shaping of Modern Immigration Law
by Lucy E. Salyer
Winner of the 1995 Theodore Saloutos Memorial Book Award, Immigration History Society
360 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $19.95 $13.97
American Legal Realism and Empirical Social Science
by John Henry Schlegel
432 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97
Law, Land, and Family: Aristocratic Inheritance in England, 1300 to 1800
by Eileen Spring
A 1995 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
212 pp., $18.95 pa $13.27
The Transformation of Criminal Justice: Philadelphia, 18001880
by Allen Steinberg
Winner of the 1990 LittletonGriswold Prize in American Law and Society, American Historical
Association; A 1991 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
350 pp., $22.50 cl $15.75
The Invention of Free Labor: The Employment Relation in English and American Law and Culture, 13501870
by Robert J. Steinfeld
286 pp., $18.95 cl $13.27
Inventing the Criminal: A History of German Criminology, 18801945
by Richard F. Wetzell
368 pp., $39.95 cl $27.96
The Farmer's Benevolent Trust: Law and Agricultural Cooperation in Industrial America, 18651945
by Victoria Saker Woeste
A 1999 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
392 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
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30% DISCOUNT

ON

UNC PRESS TITLES

OF

RELATED INTEREST

Forthcoming!
Navigating Failure: Bankruptcy and Commercial Society in Antebellum America
by Edward J. Balleisen
(Luther Hartwell Hodges Series on Business, Society, and the State)
Approx. 400 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $19.95 pa $13.97 (Available March 2001)
Religion and the Racist Right: The Origins of the Christian Identity Movement, Revised Edition
by Michael Barkun
Winner of Outstanding Book Award, Gustavus Myers Center for the Study of Human Rights in North
America
346 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $18.95 pa $13.27
Beyond Confederation: Origins of the Constitution and American National Identity
edited by Richard Beeman, Stephen Botein, and Edward C. Carter II
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
376 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $18.95 pa $13.27
Under Sentence of Death: Lynching in the South
edited by W. Fitzhugh Brundage
344 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $18.95 pa $13.27
Radium Girls: Women and Industrial Health Reform, 19101935
by Claudia Clark
Winner of the 1998 Viseltear Prize in Public Health History, American Public Health Association
Medical Care Section; 1999 Richard P. McCormick Prize, New Jersey Historical Commission
304 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $18.95 pa $13.27
The Other Founders: AntiFederalism and the Dissenting Tradition in America, 17881828
by Saul Cornell
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
352 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $19.95 pa $13.97
Before Jim Crow: The Politics of Race in Postemancipation Virginia
by Jane Dailey
(Gender and American Culture)
292 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97; $17.95 pa $12.57
Lost Revolutions: The South in the 1950s
by Pete Daniel
392 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $19.95 pa $13.97
Women before the Bar: Gender, Law, and Society in Connecticut, 16391789
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by Cornelia Hughes Dayton
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
Winner of the 1996 Homer D. Babbidge Jr. Award, Association for the Study of Connecticut History; A
1996 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
400 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
Reading, Writing, and Race: The Desegregation of Charlotte Schools
by Davison M. Douglas
374 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $18.95 pa $13.27
The Supreme Court and Legal Change: Abortion and the Death Penalty
by Lee Epstein and Joseph F. Kobylka
436 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $24.95 pa $17.47
Interpreting the Free Exercise of Religion: The Constitution and American Pluralism
by Bette Novit Evans
306 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $18.95 pa $13.27
Congress at the Grassroots: Representational Change in the South, 19701998
by Richard F. Fenno Jr.
192pp., $34.95 cl $24.47; $16.95 pa $11.87
Protecting Privacy in Surveillance Societies: The Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, France, Canada, and the
United States
by David H. Flaherty
507 pp., $24.95 pa $17.47
Lift Up Your Voice Like a Trumpet: White Clergy and the Civil Rights and Antiwar Movements, 19541973
by Michael B. Friedland
336 pp., $49.95 cl $34.95; $19.95 pa $13.97
Contested Culture: The Image, the Voice, and the Law
by Jane M. Gaines
Winner of the 1992 Katherine Singer Kovacs Book Prize in Film, TV and Video Studies, Quarterly
Review of Film and Video
360 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
Lands, Laws, and Gods: Magistrates and Ceremony in the Regulation of Public Lands in Republican Rome
by Daniel J. Gargola
(Studies in the History of Greece and Rome)
280 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97
Southern Strategies: Southern Women and the Woman Suffrage Question
by Elna C. Green
A 1997 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
312 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $17.95 pa $12.57
Closing the Gate: Race, Politics, and the Chinese Exclusion Act
by Andrew Gyory
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Winner of the 1998 Theodore Saloutos Memorial Award in Immigration History, Immigration History
Society; A 1999 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
368 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $19.95 pa $13.97

New!
The Wages of Sickness: The Politics of Health Insurance in Progressive America
by Beatrix Hoffman
(Studies in Social Medicine)
280 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97; $17.95 pa $12.57 (Available January 2001)
Papers of John Marshall
edited by Charles F. Hobson
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
Vol. I: Correspondence and Papers, November 10, 1775June 23, 1788, and Account Book, September 1783June
1788
494 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. II: Correspondence and Papers, July 1788December 1795, and Account Book, July 1788December 1795
583 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. III: Correspondence and Papers, January 1796December 1798
582 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. IV: Correspondence and Papers, January 1799October 1800
397 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. V: Selected Law Cases, 17841800
653 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. VI: Correspondence, Papers, and Selected Judicial Opinions, November 1800March 1807
612 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. VII: Correspondence, Papers, and Selected Judicial Opinions, April 1807December 1813
522 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. VIII: Correspondence, Papers, and Selected Judicial Opinions, March 1814December 1819
460 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Volume IX: Correspondence, Papers, and Selected Judicial Opinions, January 1820December 1823
440 pp., $70.00 cl $49.00
Vol. X: Correspondence, Papers, and Selected Judicial Opinions, January 1824April 1827
496 pp., $60.00 cl $42.00
Property Rights and Poverty: Political Argument in Britain, 16051834
by Thomas A. Horne
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by Thomas A. Horne
296 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97
Sex and Citizenship in Antebellum America
by Nancy Isenberg
(Gender and American Culture)
Winner of the 1999 SHEAR Book Prize, Society for Historians of the Early American Republic
344 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $16.95 pa $11.87
The Great Silent Army of Abolitionism: Ordinary Women in the Antislavery Movement
by Julie Roy Jeffrey
Runnerup, First Frederick Douglass Book Prize, Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slavery,
Resistance, and Abolition; A 1999 Choice Outstanding Academic Book
328 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $18.95 pa $13.27
Ben Tillman and the Reconstruction of White Supremacy
by Stephen Kantrowitz
432 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
Women, Crime, and the Courts in Early Modern England
edited by Jenny Kermode and Garthine Walker
224 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
Beyond Regulations: Ethics in Human Subjects Research
edited by Nancy M. P. King, Gail E. Henderson, and Jane Stein
(Studies in Social Medicine)
296 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97; $18.95 pa $13.27
Who Controls Public Lands?: Mining, Forestry, and Grazing Policies, 18701990
by Christopher McGrory Klyza
224 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97; $18.95 pa $13.27
The Union As It Is: Constitutional Unionism and Sectional Compromise, 17871861
by Peter B. Knupfer
302 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97
Colorblind Injustice: Minority Voting Rights and the Undoing of the Second Reconstruction
by J. Morgan Kousser
Winner of the 1999 Lillian Smith Award, Southern Regional Council
608 pp., $65.00 cl $45.50; $29.95 pa $20.97
Between Authority and Liberty: State Constitution Making in Revolutionary America
by Marc W. Kruman
238 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $17.95 pa $12.57
A License to Steal
by Leonard W. Levy
288 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97
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Blasphemy: Verbal Offense against the Sacred, from Moses to Salman Rushdie
by Leonard W. Levy
700 pp., $22.50 pa $15.75
The Establishment Clause: Religion and the First Amendment, Second Edition, Revised
by Leonard W. Levy
300 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $18.95 pa $13.27
Laboratories of Virtue: Punishment, Revolution, and Authority in Philadelphia, 17601835
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
by Michael Meranze
352 pp., $19.95 cl (reduced price) $13.97
Revenuers and Moonshiners: Enforcing Federal Liquor Law in the Mountain South, 18651900
by Wilbur R. Miller
263 pp., $18.95 pa $13.27
Slavery and the American West: The Eclipse of Manifest Destiny and the Coming of the Civil War
by Michael A. Morrison
410 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $19.95 pa $13.97
The Color of the Law: Race, Violence, and Justice in the PostWorld War II South
by Gail Williams O'Brien
(The John Hope Franklin Series in AfricanAmerican History and Culture)
352 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50; $18.95 pa $13.27
Worker’s Paradox: The Republican Origins of New Deal Labor Policy, 18861935
by Ruth O’Brien
336 pp., $39.95 cl $27.97; $17.95 pa $12.57
Delinquent Daughters: Protecting and Policing Adolescent Female Sexuality in the United States, 18851920
by Mary E. Odem
(Gender and American Culture)
Winner of the 1994 President's Book Award, Social Science History Association; A 1996 Choice
Outstanding Academic Book
288 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $17.95 pa $12057
The North Carolina State Constitution, with History and Commentary
by John V. Orth
216 pp., $24.95 pa $17.47
Black Votes Count: Political Empowerment in Mississippi after 1965
by Frank R. Parker
Winner of the 1990 McLemore Prize, Mississippi Historical Society; 1991Silver Gavel Award, American
Bar Association; 1991 Ralph J. Bunche Prize, American Political Science Association; 1991V. O. Key
Jr. Award, Southern Political Science Association; 1991Outstanding Book Award, Gustavus Myers
Center for the Study of Human Rights in the United States
272 pp., $18.95 pa $13.27
Designs against Charleston: The Trial Record of the Denmark Vesey Slave Conspiracy of 1822, edited and with an
introduction by Edward A. Pearson
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introduction by Edward A. Pearson
408 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97

Forthcoming!
Struggle for Mastery: Disfranchisement in the South, 18881908
by Michael Perman
416 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $24.95 pa $17.47 (Available March 2001)
Buncombe Bob: The Life and Times of Robert Rice Reynolds
by Julian M. Pleasants
(James Sprunt Studies in History and Political Science)
376 pp., $34.95 cl $24.47
Representing Women: Sex, Gender, and Legislative Behavior in Arizona and California
by Beth Reingold
384 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $19.95 pa $13.97
Women and Law in Classical Greece
by Raphael Sealey
214 pp., $16.95 pa $11.87
Hazards of the Job: From Industrial Disease to Environmental Health Science
by Christopher C. Sellers
350 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $19.95 pa $13.97
A New South Rebellion: The Battle against Convict Labor in the Tennessee Coalfields, 18711896
by Karin A. Shapiro
352 pp., $55.00 cl $38.50; $22.50 pa $15.75
The Counterrevolution of Slavery: Politics and Ideology in Antebellum South Carolina
by Manisha Sinha
384 pp., $55.00 cl $38.40; $19.95 pa $13.97
Running Steel, Running America: Race, Economic Policy, and the Decline of Liberalism
by Judith Stein
408 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $19.95 pa $13.97

Forthcoming!
The Many Legalities of Early America
edited by Christopher L. Tomlins and Bruce H. Mann
Approx. 536 pp., $59.95 cl $41.97; $22.50 pa $15.75 (Available April 2001)
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
Thaddeus Stevens: NineteenthCentury Egalitarian
by Hans L. Trefousse
(Civil War America)
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(Civil War America)
336 pp., $45.00 cl $31.50
The NAACP's Legal Strategy against Segregated Education, 19251950
by Mark V. Tushnet
Winner of the 1988 LittletonGriswold Prize in American Law and Society, American Historical
Association
238 pp., $15.95 pa $11.17
Fighting Bob La Follette: The Righteous Reformer
by Nancy C. Unger
408 pp., $39.95 $27.97
The Creation of the American Republic, 17761787
by Gordon S. Wood with a new preface by the author
(Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture)
Bancroft Prize, Columbia University; John H. Dunning Prize, American Historical Association
675 pp., $49.95 cl $34.97; $18.95 pa $13.27

Special 30% Discount Order Form
For members of the American Society for Legal History

Source code: DSLH

Please send:

Qty.

Author

Title

Discount Price

Subtotal
NC residents add 6% sales tax
Postage: domestic/overseas (circle one)*
Total
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Prepayment required.

[ ] Check enclosed for $
[ ] Charge [ ]MasterCard [ ]Visa

Account #
Expiration Date

/

Signature

Ship book(s) to:
Name
Institution Name
Building and/or Dept.
Street Address

City
Daytime Phone (

State

Zip

)

Return orders to:
The University of North Carolina Press
P.O. Box 2288
Chapel Hill NC 275152288
Tollfree orders:
Phone (800) 8486224, Fax (800) 2726817
(When ordering by phone, please mention source code DSLH)
*Domestic postage: $3.50 first book, 75 cents each additional book. Overseas postage: $4.00 first book, $1.50 each
additional book.
^ back to top
<< hlaw

United States
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